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Fit and proper person
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Senator R[¢_h_=_rd Alston, Shadow Minister for Communications, suggests the "Fit and Proper
Person" requirement in the .Broad .c~sting Act has been abused by the Australian

Broadcasting Tribunal. An alternative approach is outlined.

I
n t987, the Prime Minister acknowl-
edged the archaic state of the Broad-
casting Act and promised that the Gov-
ernment would urgently reform "this

nightmarish legislation".
But for the last two years, it has stood by

and done nothing. Meanwhile, the Bond saga
has slowly wound its way through theAustra-
lian Broadcasting Tribunal and the courts.

Such protracted and expensive court-
room battles are commercially debilitating.
Senior executives of a licensee are required
to devote many months to protecting a
company’s legal position rather than purse-
hag its business interests: an outcome not in
the interests of shareholders, the commu-
nit,/or the national economy.

It is surely ha the community’s interests
to resolve allegations af breaches of broad-
casting standards as expeditiously as pos-
sible. This cannot be done while even a rela-
tively minor i.~[ringement could in theory
lead to a licence cancellation.

Instead of legislating to give the ABT a
broader range of discredonary powers or to
allow the Federal Court to punish specified
transgressions, the Government has allowed
the perpeta ation of an all or nothing approach.
This is not only demoralising and distracting
for broadcasters but prolongs the state of
crises and uncertainty which continues to
bedevil the industry.

The Current position

As a result of the 1981 amendments to the
Broadcasting Act, the ABT may refuse, in the
public interest, to grant, renew or transfer a
television or radio licence to a person (or
corporation) unless satisfied that such per-
son is "a fit and proper person to hold a
licence~.

The phrase "fit and proper person" is not
defined in the Act and has been eriticised on
the grounds that=
¯ It is so broad astobe quiteunpredictable

in its ambiL People should not be
required to labour under laws and
regulations, the scope and meaning of
which are not capable of ready
comprehension and reasonably precise
definition. They have the fight to know
"where the line has been drawn" so that
they can ensure that they do not step
over it.

¯ It inevitably involves a subjective and
therefore variable assessment of
character and morality.

¯ Persons have a right not to be subject to
onerous penalties for conduct, the
legality ofwl~chis ruled on subsequently
and then applied retrospectively.

¯ That itjudgesviliains rather than villainy.
¯ Offenders should not be punished for

the same transgression twice. The ABT
has in a number of inquiries into fitness
and propriety cast its net extremely
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widely to include consideration of
previous convictions for conduct
unrelated to broadcasting.

The rationale
In 1984 the AB’I’issued Policy Statement

9 which endeavoured to spell out the relevant
principles. The rationale for introducing a
broad and subjective requirement was ex-
pressed in these terms: ’q’he privihaged
position afforded to licensees, and the nature
of broadcasting itself, mean that the stan-
dards of conduct and responsibility to the
public required of licensees are different to
those expected in many other areas of busi-
ness, where entry is less restricted and public
impact not so great".

The scarcity argument is weak. There
are many areas of commerdal endeavour
where entry is restricted by the Government
without such a requirement being placed on
those enjoying privileged access eg, domes-
fie and international air services into and
through Australia; telecommunications and
postal services.

The capacity to influence public opinion
is admittedly significant but newspaper pro-
prietors have never been subject to tiffs type
of regulation. Further, it would be easy to
guard against the abuse of media power by
devehaping program standards such as con-
tninedin s.4(2) (d) of the NewZealand Broad-
casting Act which requires broadcasters to
ensure that their programs are consistent
with: "the principle that different points of
view be aired on controversial issues (not
necessarily ha the same program)."

The Tribunal regards itsetf as having a
very wide discrefion as to the qualities which
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it can take into account. It has defined the
relevant test as being: "is it likely that the
existence or non existence of the quality
under examination will adversely affect the
manner in which the licence is.conducted?"
However, it concedes that the test does not
make it clear what kinds of matters are to be
taken into account.

It has identified the two essentinl ele-
ments of fitness and proprietory as
trustworthiness and candour.

Trustworthiness of
Broadcasters

According to the Tribunal *a licensee
must be a person who can be trusted to:
(a) comply with the requirements of the

Act, licence conditions and program
standards, and

Co) provide the best possible service to the
public, within reasonable financial
beunds~.

While the relevance of breaches of broad-
casting laws is dear the Tribunal has, how-
ever, gone well beyond this domain. For
example:
¯ byimposinglicence condhions requ~dng

a director of a radio licensee to resign
from the board of directors fogowinghis
conviction for failure to lodge income
tax returns;

¯ holding the use of film tax minimisation
schemes by two Packer companies as
relevant although such actMties were
not illegal and did not bear on the
performance of Broadcasting Act
obli~afions.

"She Tribunal insists that a licensee be
trustworthy because the licensee has to be
trusted to comply with the Act, standards
and licence conditions and to provide the
best possible service.

It is not clear, however, why the Tribunal
must "trust~ licensees in these respects, as
licensees are explicitly enjoined to comply
with all of these requirements elsewhere in
the Act. T~ere is thus unnecessary duplica-
tion: licensees must not only comply with the
Act but there are separate provisions requ/r-
ing them to be trusted to do so. Tiffs is an
unnecessary gloss upon the substantive
requirements in the Act.

Candour of broadcasters
The United States approach, adopted by

the ABT, has been to impose a duty of can-
dour on a licensee to inform the regulatory
body of facts of which it ought to be aware in
order to protect the public interest. This
amounts to two basic duties:

(a) to notify the Tribunal of any matters
which, to the knowiedge of the person,
might amount to a breach of the Act; and

(b) to supply full and accurate answers 
any request by the Tribunal for
information which properly relates to
the Tribunal’s functions.

Even if it is accepted that such obliga-
tions are appropriate, it does not follow that
they should be imposed under the rubric of
the fitness and propriety test. It wouId be a
relatively simple matter for a licence to con-
rain standard conditions imposing such re-
quirements and specifying the consequences
of deliberately withholding certain catego-
ries of information. The most appropriate
regime would probably be a broad range of
fines for all withbelding offences with only
repeated iiffringement jeopardising the li-
cence.

The ABT argues it is appropriate for it to
be able to rely upon licensees to provide full
and accurate information when requested
and even to volunteer relevant informafinn
when not requested. Given, however, the
extensive powers of the Tribunal to conduct
investigations, compel witnesses to give evi-
dence on oath, to compel the production of
documents and the ease with which third
parties may make submissions to inquires, it
is diIficult to see why the ABT is peculiarly
dependent on the candour of those it must
regulate.

The Relevance of criminal
conduct

The 1984 guidelines argue that any crimi-
nal conviction may jeopardise a licence -
whether it does depend on the circumstances
of the case, the nature and seriousness of the
offence, how recently it was committed and
the circumstances surrounding its commis-
sion.

Moreover, the cununissiun of offences
involving dishonesty by a director or senior
executive are to be taken into account in
assessing the trustworthiness of the corpo-
ration. Other serious offences would also be
relevant if committed by a person in a posi-
tion to exercise co ntrol over the operations of
the licensee. This is a thoroughly va~e and
unsatisfactory situation.

In the absence of specific statutory or
licence transgressions the current situation
amounts to a pre judgement of guilt. This is
analogous to the now discredited notion of
consorting which presumes present crimi-
n~ty on the basis of past behaviour.

Nature of the iicence
The fitness and propriety test has also
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been used as a means of achieving policy
objectives. For example, the proposed struc-
ture of an applicant can be crucial where
community participation is regarded as
important. The Tribunal has even rejected
an applicant as not fit and proper because it
did not satisfy the Tfibunal’s spedal require-
ments for aTV repeater station.

These policy objectives could be achieved
quite simply by the inclusion of special li-
cence conditions. They have nothing to do
with fitness and propriety in the sense that
the term is used elsewhere and their employ-
ment as a device for ensuring social objee-
fives is a clear abuse of the concept.

Similarly, the fitness and propriety for-
mula has been used to ensure a preferred
level of local involvement and association
with a service area. Once again, such objec-
fives can be specifically catered for without
resort to the fitness and propriety require-
ment.

Cross media ownership
On the basis of a 1982 Administrative

Appeals Tribunal decision the ABT consid-
ers that "depending on the par ticular circum-
stances" it may take into account the effect of
a person’s cross media interests when as-
sessing fitness and propriety.

It simply does not make sense to suggest
that a company’s shareholding interests can
be indicative of any moral shortcomings. Not
only is this simply an artifice to achieve
another policy objective which is easily ca-
pable of clear specification, but it once again
introduces profound uncertainty into the
corporate planning process.

An alternative approach to
criminality

In so far as the ABT currently finds it
necessary to investigate criminal conduct, it
is not well equipped to do so. Such investiga-
tions are more appropriately the responsibil-
ity of the criminal justice system. Subse-
quent court proceedings could be seriously
prejudiced by ABT inquiries, especially hav-
ing regard to the increasingly high profile
such inquiries are being accorded in the
media.

Equally the abuse of "media poweff to
further a licensee’s extra-broadcasting busi-
ness orpnlifical interests would ordinarily be
covered by State laws. Had Bond’s alleged
threat to investigate the AMP Society been
established in court of law in New South
Wales, it may well have constituted an of-
fence under s.100A of the NSW Crimes Act,
1901. To the extent that existing laws do not
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Fitzgerald on the role of the media

Gary Evans, Editorial Manager of Queensland Press, has selected excerpts from the

Fitzgerald Report concerning the role of the media in the reporting of the

Inquiry and in dealing with Governments generally.

T
he Fitzgerald Inquiry could not
have proceeded without public
confidence, co-operation and
support, Commissioner Fitzger-

ald, Q.C., says in his report.
The power of some of the individuals

involved and the type of issues raised
were such that it would have been hn-
possible for the Inquiry to have suc-
ceeded without such public confidence,
co-operation and support, Commissioner
Fitzgerald said.

~hat meant the Inquiry had to be as
open a~ possible, so that the public, including
people with information, could see that itwas
a genuine search for the truth. Such a course
was also necessary so that the Inquiry could
generate enough momentum to overcome
any attempt which might have been made to
interfere.

"Apart from one brief sitting, all the
evidence of this Inquiry was heard in public.
With a few exceptions, exhibits were made
available to the media. Restrictions on publi-
cation were generally made only in cases
where safety or continuing law enforcement
operations would have been jeopardized by
openness, or in some instances of pure hear-
say which has, in itse[f, no probative value.

Hearsay evidence

"One of the most difficult and controver-
sial issues facing the Inquiry was whether to
admit and allow the publication of evidence
with a dual character, including both a hear-
say element and an element that was direct
and probative. After taking submissions, the
Commission decided to admit and allow
publication of such evidence which could not
be practically excluded or restricted from
publication without producing gross distor-
tions in what was publicly disclosed. The
solution arrived at was not perfect, but it was
the best workable compromise between
competing legitimate interests.

"One of the most effective pieces of false
propaganda used against the Inquiry, perpe-
trated by the media, the accused and some
lawyers who should have known better, was
that "most" or "much" of its evidence was
"hearsay". In fact, the vast majority of evi-
dence before this Commission is not hearsay

and would be admissible in conven tionallegal
proceedings.

Openess: The pros & cons

"There is no doubt whatsoever that this
Commission could not have got as far as it did
without openness. But openness also had
disadvantages, which varied according to
the innocence or guilt of those about whom
evidence was given.

"Criminals abused the information they
gained, as they did other privileges such as
the leave to appear and access to transcripts
and exhibits. Public hearings also greatly
increased thelikelihood that criminals would
abseond, hide their illicit wealth and destroy
evidence. All of those things almost certainly
did occur.

"Meanwhile, individuals had to en-
dure the ignominy of adverse publicity. But
openness also helped the innocent. The
publication of evidence and allegations
brought forward more information and wit-
nesses which, in some cases, helped to rebut
allegations. More generally, openneas helped
to avoid uncer tainties which woald have bred
suspinionsandrumours, extenOAngtherange
of innocent people affected. Of course, inno-
cent people also had the same interest as
others in the community in the overall suc-
cess of the Inquiry, which was dependent on
openness.

"So far as possible, steps were taken
to lessen the disadvantages of openness.
People implicated in evidence were given the
right to appear before the Inquiry to make
short, unsworn statements refuting allega-
tions and giving their versions of events.The
media was also able to seek comments from
people named, and publish any statements of
denial made outside the Commission.

"Permanent bodies will have to ad-
dress similar considerations, but the balance
which they strike might well be different. If
the recommendations in this report are
implemented, the permanent body which
will continue this Commission’s work will be
primarily accountable to Parliament. It will
still need public support and confidence, and
there will be at least some occasions when
open hearings will be appropriate."
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The Quality of reporting of
the inquiry

Commissioner Fitzgerald said that,
on balance, the media had been helpful
to his Inquiry.

"The efforts of journalists employed
by the Australian Broadcasting Corporation
and Queensland Newspapers Pry. Ltd were
the immediate causes of the Commission
being appointed, and these organisafions
were given leave to appear.

"More generally, all media organisafions
with journalists attending the Inquiry were
able to represent the public to ensure that it
was kept informed and that support and co-
operation were maintained.

"I’he media not only heard the evi-
dence, but was allowed to inspect almost
every exhibit. Journalists were given a spe-
cial section of the hearing room: and so far as
was within the Commission’s powers, their
requests for facilities were met.

"Media releases were issued, and as
far as possible the media was provided with
information in response to requests.

~Determined attempts were made to
enable the media to provide an effective link
between the Inquiry and the public so as to
achieve, as nearly as possible, the situation
which would have existed if the community
generally had been able to attend the public
sittings of the Commission.

"There was for the most part a deter-
mined effort to be fair in reporting the pro-
ceedings, although there were some lapses
in standards which caused concern."

"No proceedingswere brought in respect
of the many defamatory statements which
were published, or the ¢ontempts which were
committed. Journalists’ ethical claims to
confidentiality ofsourceswere allowed, even
in circumstances of considerable doubt about
their validity.

"There was for the most part a deter-
mined effort to be fair in reporting the pro-
ceedings, although there were some lapses
in standards which caused concern. "Scoops"
were reported which unintentionally but
unnecessarily hindered the Commission’s
work.

continued on p4



Fitzgerald on the
media

"Sometimes admissible evidence with a
"heamay" componentwasrepor ted asthough
the hearsay was probative. "l’he names of
prominent persons mesmerized some jour-
nalists and their employers.

"ARer Commission appeals for careful
reporting, many reporters constantly de-
scribed all evidence as "hearsay", even when
it was clearly direct testimony.

~As well, sections of the media constantly
claimed that most of the evidence was hear-
say when in fact the vast majority of evidence
accepted by the Commission was not hear-
say and had no hearsay element. Almost all
would have been admissible under the nor-
mal rules of evidence, provided that there
was a proper understanding of the issue to
which the evidence was raaterial, and of its
probative effect. Journalists were unfortu-
nately encouraged in this aspect of misre-
porting by some of those who were the sub
ject of allegations and by some lawyers.

"Other allegafions aimed at undermining
the Commission were published on the basis
of rumonr or misinformation from sources
xvho had reason to fear the Commission’s
work. As a result, the publicwas mislnfurmed.

"With some notable exceptions, there
was insufficient careful or reasoned media
analysis of the Commission’s work. Most
criticism was ill-considered or based on mis-
conceptions, while the real issues were ne-
glected.

"Some damaging reports were blatant
propaganda and others were unsubstanti-
ated and recklessly, il not deliberately dam-
,aging, Some created unrealistic community
e.xpectstions, while others eroded essential
public support. At the very least, controver-
sies raised by such reports distracted Com-
mission resources and energies from other
pressing tasks.

"Nevertheless, there is no doubt that the
Commission could not have achieved its task
in secret. The openness of the hearings and
the work of responsible journalists have, it is
to be hoped, laid the basis in the public mind
for the process of reform to begin."

The Use and abuse of media

Commissioner Fitzgerald said the
media was one of the most important
and effective mechanisms for the conh’ol
of po~verful institutions and individuals
by reason of i~s ability to sway public
opinion.

~’hose who wish to mould public opinion
must do so large .ly through the media.

"The media played a part in exposing
corruption, and two media organisatious

contributed to the setting up of this Inquiry.
"Unfortunately, it is also true that parts of

the media in this State have, over the years,
contributed to a climate in which misconduct
has flourished. Fitting in with the system and
associating with and developing a mutual
interdependence with those in power have
had obvious benefits.

’*The complementary techniques of se-
crecy and news management allow govern-
ments to exercise substantial and often dis-
proportionate influence on what is published
in the media.

Leaks: scoops or
manipulation

"The media is able to be used by politi-
cians, police officers and other public offi-
cials who wish to put out propaganda to
advance their own interests and harm their
enemies. A hunger for qeaks’ and ’scoops’
(which sometimes precipitates the events
which they predict) and some journalists’
relationships with the sources who provide
them with infu rmatin, can make it diflicult for
the media to maintain its independence and
a critical stance. Searches for motivation, and
even checks for accuracy, may suffer as a
result.

"In Queensland, Govermnent reports and
information areinvariably’]eaked’ to selected
journalists who are able to delude them-
selves that they are not being used, but on
the contrary are establishing and maintain-
ing contacts which help them in their al>
pointed task of discovering information and
communicating it to the public. Should these
journalists ever ~bite the hand that feeds
them’, the flow of informnflon would pre-
sumably dry up, or be diverted to a rival
media outiet or colleague.

"Instead of ’leaks’ becoming an alterna-
tive to ofliceial kdormation, they become a
way of making the media act as a mouthpiece
for factions within the Government.

"This places an extra responsibility on
the journalist. Both the journalist and the
source have a mutual intreest: both want a
headline. Yet ff the journalist is so undis-
criminating that the perspecitive taken serves
the purpose of the source, then true inde-
pendence is lost, and with it the right to the
special privileges and considerations which
are usually claimed by the media because of
its d aimed independence and ’watchdog’ role.

if the independence and the role are lost,
so is the claim to special considerations.

"It is legitimate and necessary for Gov-
ernment Ministers, departments and instru-
mentalities to employ statfto help ensure the
public is kept informed.

Government media units
"Media units can also be used, however,

to control and manipulate the information
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obtained by the media and disseminated to
the pubfic.

"Although most Government-generated
publicity will unavoidably and neccessari/y
be politically advantageous, there is no legiti-
mate justification for taxpayers’ money to be
spent on politically motivated propaganda.

’~he only justificatinn for press secretm--
ies and media units is that they lead to a
community better informed about Govern-
ment and departmental activities. If they ~
to do this, then their existence is a misuse of
public funds, and likelyto help misconduct to
tlourish.

Abuse of defamation
proceedings

Commissioner Fitzgerald was particu-
larly critical of the pelitical use of defamation
actions.

"The right to voice dissent from the opin-
ion of the Government and its manner of
decision-makiag are no less important for
the established Opposition party or parties.

"A parliamentarian’s role to review and
constructively criticize Governmental anfiv-
ity could be hampered by being inhibited
from speaking out pub ficly bythreats efclalms
for damages. This is particniarly so if the
defamation actions which result are funded
out of the public purse.

~i’he use of public resources at any time
or in any way to inhibit or suppress the
expression of opposing political opinion or a
criticism of any administration is wholly ob-
jectionable. Those in public life must accept
the risk of criticism even if it is, at times,
unfair, unfounded or even mischievous and
couched in unflattering or abusive language.
While personal abuse and wrong allegations
are to be condemned, they do not jusitify the
use of public resources to provide legal re-
dress for individual memebers.

"There are ample opportunities for criti-
cism or allegations to be addressed at a politi-
cal level, in the parliament and by pubtic
statement. An elected representative’s re-
sponse to, or treatment of, wrong or unfair
allegaitons is itself a yardstick for that
representative’s suitability and aptitude for
the role.

"If politicians’ public statements are
wrong or misconceived or mischievous or
malevolent, that should be demonstrated in
public exchange. The politicians and their
party will suffer the political consequences.
That is the only detriment which should
normally be involved (criminal offences
excepted).

~If members of parliament (including
Ministers) choose to resort to legal redress,
it should be at their own cost just as any
damages recovered would be to their per-
sonal material gala."



The law and media contempt: what
should it protect?

Professor Michael Chesterman, Australian Law Reform Commissioner,
examines the policy assumptions underlying the law of contempt and

argues for reform based on a refocus of such policies.

Theof contempt with uslaw hasbeen
for some 700 years. Being a crea-
ture of judge-made law it has never
been prone to sudden and dramatic

change. This will remain the case unless of
course sudden and dramatic change occurs
as aresult of legislative action by one or more
of the parliaments of Australia.

What is media contempt?
There is no precise definition of media

contempt, But for the purgoses of this paper,
I will take it to mean conduct by a media
corporation, or by some individual working
in the media, which attracts criminal penal-
ties because it falls within one or more of the
following categories nf contempt of court:
1. Breach of the SubJudice Doctrine-

publication of material which has a ’real
and definite tendency’, as a matter of
’practical reality’, to ’prejudice or
embarraas’ cur rent or for thcoming legal
proceedings, whether by exerting
influence on one or more of the
participants in the proceedings (in
particular, the jury or a witness) or
merely be prejudging the outcome of
the proceedings without actually
exerting any appreciable influence on a
participant. Some important exceptions
exist, notably for fair and accurate reports
of legal or parliamentary proceedings
ami publications relating to general
matters of "public interest". The most
important sphere of operation of the sub
judice doctrine is the criminal jury trial.

2. Breach of Suppression Order or
Injunction - publishing material in
breach of a court order prohibiting or
restricting the reporting of proceedings
(a"suppression order"), or in breach 
an injunction which either specifically
binds the person making the publication"
or has been granted to preserve the
confidentiality of information.

3. Scandalising the Court - publishing
material which tends to undermine
public confidence in the administration
of justice, because it unwarrantedly

imputes bias or corrupt behaviour to a
judge or a court, or snggeststhat a judge
or court acts or has acted in deference to
an outsidepressuregroup or institution,
or constitutes "scurrilous abuse" of a
judge or court.

4. Breaching Jury Secrecy - publishing
accounts of the deliberations of a jury in
such a way as "to interfere with the
administration of justice". In Victoria,
this vague common law criterion as to
whether or not the publication of jury
deliberations constitutes contempt has
been supplanted by legislation.
Elsewhere it survives.

5. Us’rag Cameras or Sound Recording
Equipment in Court- unless the judge
or magistrate orders otherwise, it is a
contempt of court for a journalist or any
other person to take films, photographs
or video tapes of court proceedings, or
to record any part of the proceedings on
a tape recorder, even though there is no
siguificant disruption of the proceedings.

6. Refusal to Answer Questions - any
witness, including a journalist, who
refuses to answer questions in the
witness box for any reason and is not
protected by privilege risks being
punished by the court for contempt.

Impact on the freedom of
the media

T
he combined impact of these vari-
ous prohibitions and restrictions on
freedom of expression is of course
substantial. Not surprisingly, the

laws of media contempt are routinely ctiti-
cised by the media and others as being unac-
ceptably vague and uncertain, unacceptably
broad in their scope, grossly unsympathetic
to the prublems of the working journalist
who must prepare copy for publication under
considerable pressure from deadlines, un-
duly repressive and, overall, cxcrting a chill-
ing effect on freedom of publication in Aus-
tralia.

On the other hand, it is asserted by many
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judges, practising lawyers and others that
the inroads made by contemptlaw upon free-
dom of the media are essential in our society
to protect values that must rank higher than
freedom of expression. Specifically, these
are (1) the proper workir~’gs of the system 
administration of justice by the courts, and
(2) the rights and legitimate expectations 
all those citizens who are involved in court
proceedings, whether as prosecutors or de-
fendants in criminal cases, litigants in civil
proceedings or in other capacities.

It is the relative emphasis placed respec-
tively on these two broad justifications for
media contempt Iaws that I wish to address.

Orientation of contempt law
In order to understand media contempt

properly, one mu st have some general farnlli-
aritywith the broader ceasept of cuntempt in
the law. Contempt ofcoart is a broad-ranging
doctrine of the common law, empowering
judges to impose criminal penalties on any
person whose conduct constitutes "interfer-

ence with the administration of justice’.
Three important categories of contempt

nf court which fall. (generally speaking) out-
side the description " media contempt" are
(1) disrupting court proceedings, by such
conduct as casting insults or missiles at the
presiding judge or magistrate or conducting
political demonstrations in court ; (2) dis-
obeying a court order (as is regrettably
common in contested family law cases, in
particular); and (3) secredy attempting 
influence the outcome of a trial by such tac-
tics as threats or offers of bribes directed at
judges, jurors or witnesses.

T
his brief description of the general
concept of contempt of court is
enough to show that, at Ieast in the
rhetoric of contempt, it is the ~st of

the two justifications for media contempt out-
lined earlier - protection of the administra-
tion nf justice - that receives most emphasis.
Except perhaps in the category of disobedi-
ence of court orders ("civil contempt"), the
primary question asked by the courts when
they are confronted with cases of alleged

continued on p6
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contempt is not" what individual or group of
individuals m2ght be prejudiced if we do not
punish this conduct?" but rather" does this
conduct constitute a threat to the administra-
tion of justice? Even in cases of disobedience
of court orders - the latter question is never
far from the judges’ llps. Disobedience of a
court order, particularly when it is overt,
defiant and calculated to attract publicity, is
viewed as a wrong to the administration of
justice and to the court which made the
order, as well as a wrong to the individual in
whose favour the order was made.

Reversing the order of
priorities

o far as media contempt is con-
cerned, any redraft of the laws of
contemptinAustralia should start
on the basis that the order of im-

portance of the two justifications which I
have identified here. That is to say, the pri-
mary emphasis should be on the protection
of the rights and legitimate expectations of
defendants in criminal trials, other parties to
legal proceedings, witnesses, jurors and
indeed individual judges or magistrates,
rather than protection of "the system".

There is no inevitable reason why the
specific issues addressed by the laws of media
contempt - influence on juries and other
participants in trials, jurysecrecy, proteclion
of judicial reputation etc - should all be dealt
with under special judge-made laws and
procedureswhose overriding concern is with
"the system".

Media contempt and
individual rights

W hat would happen to the
prohibitions and restrictions
imposed by the law of media
contempt if this fundamental

shiR of emphasis in this branch of the law
were to take place?

First, some important specific prohibi-
tions would disappear, or at least would be in
serious jeopardy. One is the "prejudgement
principle", that is, the principle that it is a
form of sub judice contempt to publish mate-
rialwhich prejudices the outcome of current
or forthcoming proceedings, even though
there is no significant risk of influence upon
any of the participants in those proceedings.
The ouly argument in terms of individual
rights which the House of Lords put forward
in the Sunday Times v United Kingdom
(1979) ease to justify this principle was that
prejudgement of the outcome of present pro-

ceedings might deter future would-be lift-
gents from going to court. But no evidence
was offered in support of tiffs assertion, and
frankly the argument that people who are
prepared to invest the necessary money, time
and nervous energy into litignting wi11, in any
significant number of cases, be put off from
going ahead with it solely because of the
possibility of media prejudgement of the
outcome is pretty unconvincing.

The primary ground of the decision in
the Sunday Times case is in fact a form of
judicial power-play against the media. It is an
ideological pronouncement that the media
must not be allowed to "usurp" the role of
courts in society by purporting to reach
decision on matters currently before the
courts. It is precisely this type of argument
that should in my view be usefully and prop-
erly rejected in favour of free speech consid-
erations.

Another important branch of media con-
tempt law which would at least be "at risk" is
the law of scandalising. This is expressly
designed to protect the system of administra-
tion of justice by punishing the public utter-
ance of statements which might undermine
public confidence in the way justice is ad-
ministered.

If the primary role of media contempt
were taken to be the protection of individual
rights, there might still be a place for an
offence akin to scandalising. This would be
on the ground that judges have a legitimate
interest in the protection of their individual
reputations, rather than the imposition of
criminal penalties under laws such as con-
tempt or criminal libel.

The third aspect of media contempt which
would be abolished or severely curtailed is
the prohibition on using tape recorders in a
courtroom. Modern recording equipment is
so quiet and unobtrusive that this activity
causes no real disruption of court proceed-
ings. There seems little doubt that the cow
tinuing judicial reluctance to perrnit record-
ing in the courtroom springs instead from
fear that it willjeopardise the judge’s control
over the recording of proceedings and
thereby create the potential for the public
image of the courts to be tarnished in some
way.

This is a weak contention, compared with
the counter-argument that, as the judges
themselves recngnise on occasions, there is
a clear public interest in having court pro-
ceedings recorded fairly and accurately by
the media for the purposes of reporting them
to the public.

There are however, other categories of
media contempt in which an enhanced em-
phasis on proteclion of the rights of individu-
als rather than of the system of the admini-
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strafion nf justice by the courts would do
nothing to diminish, and might in fact rein-
force, the case for imposing prohibitions and
restrictions.

This is particularly the case with the sub
judice doctrine, except for that part of it
which I have called the "prejudgement prin-
ciple". Although in the current law of con-
tempt it is phrased as a rule designed to
protect the integrity of legal proceedings, it is
the rights and expectations of the parties to
those proceedings - in particular, defendants
in criminal trials - which are chiefly in jeop-
ardy when media publicity exerts influence
on a participant in the proceedings.

Criminal jury trials

n this particular context, I disagree with
proponents of "free speech at all costs"
when they seek to show that the fair-
ness of criminal jury trials would not be

put at risk by the removal of all r estricfions on
media coverage and commentary. The argu-
ment for this extreme proposition would seem
to be based on two contentions: first, that
nobody has ever proved conclusively that
juries are influence d by media publicity when
reaching their verdict, and secondly, that in
any event defendants have ample opportu-
nity, which they usually exploit, to generate
counter-publicity. Both these arguments can
be rebutted.

In relation to the first of them, a major
function of the sub judice restrictions is to
prevent the jury being informed, not of im-
pressions or opinions ofmediawriters (which
may or may not count for too much in their
minds), but ofallegafians or indeed incontro-
vertible facts which, out of concern to main-
tain the presumption of innocence and the
criminal standard of proof, are normallywith-
held from the jury in the courtroom under
the laws of evidence and criminal procedure.
These include such material as an allegation
that the defendant has confessed to the crime
being charged or is of generally bad charac-
ter, or particulars of his or her criminal rec-
ord.

It is absurd to argue that such revelations
of fact, or alleged fact, will not influence a
juror - it is quite logical that they should
kg/uence any person making a decision as to
guilt or innocence. Since our system of crimi-
nal trial conceals such material from the jury
out of concern to preserve the presumption
of innocence and the requirement that guilt
be proved beyond reasonable doubt, there is
ample justification, in terms of the rights of
the accused rather than the "preservation of
the integrity of proceedings", for sub judice
restrictions to continue to apply to them.

So far as the second argument is con-



cerned, it is enough to say that it is based on
the particular circumstances of a few, high-
profile cases - cases such as Lionel Murphy
and Lindy Chamberlain. While debates as to
the legitimacy of sub judice restrictions
shanld undoubtedly take account of such
special cases, they should be primarily con-
cerned with the much more normal situation
where the defendant does not have signifi-
cant access to the media and where it is all too
easy for the media, relying on i.,fformafion
supplied by police or prosecution authori-
ties, to depict the circumstances of the case
in a manner which is prejudicial to the defen-
dant.

As the Ananda Marga case so strikingly
demonstrated, and as has occurred al/too
often in the southern states of the U.S~-,
such prejudice to the rights of defendants in
a criminal trial can all too easily be reinforced
by, and can reirfforce, pre-existing commu-
nity prejudices based on such factors as relig-
ion or race. The imbalance between prosecu-
tion and defence as regards i.nfluencing media
attitudes in those circumstances is quite
overwhelming.

Even with subjudice restrictions apply-
ing, the defendant may still get a raw deal
because the prosecution authorities do not
wan t to be seen to be coming to the rescue of
any person who the media have branded as
"public enemy number one". With no sub-
judice restrictions, the situation would be

On this basis, a sub-judlce law seeking to
prohibit the pufilication of material ir~nenc-
ing a jury, a witness or even a judge or
magistrate does not have to be justified in
terms of preservation of the system of the
administration of justice. It is entirely desir-
able out of concern for the rights of those
individuals who are parties to the relevant
legal proceedings - notably, defendants in
criminal proceedings.

Some of the argumantsjust outlined apply
also to another species of media contempt-
that is, breaches of suppression orders made
with a view to averting prejudice to trials.
While I fully subscribe in general terms to
the principle of"open justice", it is clear that
inquests, committal proceedings, Royal
Commissions and the llke receive evidence
in public which would not be admissible in a
forthcoming or current trial, which if re-
ported to the public, would be high/yprejudi-
cial to the defendant in such a trial. Limited
inroads on the publication of such evidence
by means of suppression orders seem a
necessary qualification to the "open justice"
principle.

continued on plO

The Northern Territory
government and

aboriginal community
take on Telecom

Paul Nicols examines a challenge to the decision by

Telecom not to supply standard telephone services to

remote Aboriginal communities in the Northern Territory

T
elecom’s failure to provide basic tele-
phone services to remote Aboriginal
communities in the Northern Terri-
tory has provided the basis for the

first legal action under the recently enacted
Australian Telecommurdeations Corpo-
ration Act 1989.

The Nor thernTerritury Government, on
behalf of a number of affected communities,
has commenced legal proceedings in the
Federal Court against Telecom based on the
provisions of the ngw Act.

The affected communities currently rely
on uureliable high frequency radio links.

Telecom plans to link the communities
by means of the land-based Digital Radio
Concentrator System. However, the time-
table for completion of the Lntroduction of
DRCS has been delayed - first from 1990 to
1992 and now, possibly even further into the
future,

Telecom has, however, offered to supply
several of the remote communitites with a
standard telephone service on an interim
basis using the satellite-based Iterm service
(normally marketed to mhaing companies
and other business users) at normal com-
mercial rates.

Telecom’s Community
Service Obligations

The Northern Territory Government’s
action is based principally on s.27 of the new
Act which sets out the Community Service
Obligations Telecom must address. These
are:
"(1) Telecom shall supply a standard

telephone service between places
within Australia.

(2) The public switched telephone service
shall be the standard telephone service.

(3) Telecom shall supply the standard
telephone service as efficiently and
economically as practicable.

(4) Telecom shall ensure:
(a) that, in view of the social
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importance of the standard
telephone service, the service is
reasenafilyancessible to all people
in Australia on an equitable basis,
wherever they reside or carry on
business; and

(b) that the performance standards
for the standard telephone service
reasonably meet the social,
industrial and commercial needs
of the Australian community."

The communities argue that s.27 imposes
an erfforceable statutory duty onTelecom to
supply a standard telephone service that is
reasonably accessible to each of them on an
equitable basis.

Th~s proposition throws up at least three
major issues for determination:
1. Can the community service obligations

contained in s.27 of the new Act be
eniorced by the communities?

2. What is meant by "reasonably
accessible"?

3. What is an "equitable basis"?
Section 6 of the Telecommunications Act

1975 (the old Act) provided as follows:
"(1) The Commission shall perform its

functions in such a manner as will best
meet the social, industrial and
commercial needs of the Australian
people for telecommunications
services and shall, insofar as it is, in its
opinion, reasonably practicable to do
so, make its telecommunications
servicenav~ablethroughoutAustrafia
for all people who reasonably require
those services."

Sub-section 5(2) (b) provided that in 
forming these functions, Telecom should
have regard to:
"0) the desirability of improving and

extending its telecommunication
services in the light of developemtus in
the field of communications;

(ii) the need to operate its services 

continued on p8
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efficiently and economically as
practicable; and

(’di) the special needs for telecom-
munication services of Australian
people who reside or carry on business
outside t_he cities."

Enforceability of CSO’s

Sub-section 6(3) (b) of the old Act 
~ided (relevantly) that nothing in s.6 should
be taken "to impose on the Commission a
duty that is enforceable by proceedings in a
Court". Sub-secfinn 6(3) (b) was interpreted
in Queensland v Australian Telecom-
munications Commission (1985) and John
Fairfax vAustralian Telecommurd cat~ ons
Commission (1977) to the effect that the
sub-section precludes the enforcement of
any duty which may arise under s.6 by legal
proceedings: that is, no plaintiff could sue
under the oldActpurely by reason of Mallure
byTelecom to offer or provide standard tele-

The new Act contains no statutory bar to
proceedings seeking to enforce the commu-
nity service obligations contained in s.27.

One of the key issues in the case wili he
the weighting to be assigued to the various
community service obligations imposed on
Telecom under s.27 of the new Act.

"Reasonably accessible"

Section 6 of the old Act provided that
Telecom would "insofar as it is, in its opinion,
reasonably practicable to do so, make its
telecommunications services available
throughout Australia to all people who rea-
sonably require those services."

Section 27 of the new Act provides that
"Te]ecom shall ensure that the service is
reasonably accessible to all people in Austra-
lia ... where ever they reside or carry on
business."

It could be argued that to make a service
"available" is a higher duty than to make it
’reasoaably accessible". This may be true
but it is clear that s.6 when read as a whole
allowed Telecom an unfettered discretion as
to whether to provide a service at all.

Telecom does not have this discretion
under s. 27. Presumably, whether a service
can be said to "reasonably accessible" is a
questionwhichcan be objectively determined
by a Court.

Is atelephone booth in atown lkllometre
away "reasonably accessible"? What ~f the
town is 100 kilometres away? Obviously, this
will also be a key issue in the Northern
Territory Government’s action.

"Equitable basis"

Under s.ll of the old Act, Telecom was
empowered, from time to time, with the
approval of the Minister, to make determina-
tions fixing or varyL~ the rental payable for
standard telephone services provided by
Telecom. Sub-secfinn 11(6) of the old Act
required Telecom to publish particulars of
the rentals deterrtfined by it in the Common-
wealth of Austrafia Gazette.

In contrast, the new legislation does not
contain any provision analogous to s. 11 of
the old Act.

Under s.27(4) of the new legislation,
Telecom is obliged to ensure that the serv-
ices are readily accessible "on an equitable
basis". Predictably, "Equitable basis" is not
defined in the new Act.

The normal commercial rates charged
for the Iterra service are significantly greater
than the rotes gazetted in accordance with s.
11 of the old Act.

One of the key issues in the case is,
therefore, whether the provision of an in-
terim service by means of the Interra service
at normal commercial rates is "equitable".

As the services provided by means of the

Iterra system are standard telephone serv-
ices and as the affected communities are
situated in rural and remote areas, the com-
munities argue that an equitable rate would
be the rate gazetted under s.11 of the old Act
in respect of rural and remote areas.

The Yugal Mangi
Proceedings

The Nor ther nTerritory Government has
also commenced, on behalf of the Yngai
Mangi Community Government Council,
precoedings against Telecom for the recov-
ery of charges paid to Te[ecom in excess of
the gazetted rates referred to above.

Yugal Mangi accepted Telecom’s offer of
an interim Iterra service and paid the normal
commerical rates for that service.

The action is based on s.ll nf the old Act
and the Yugal Mangi community is claiming
that Telecom was not lawfully entitled to
demand charges for the standard telephone
service provided by the Iterra service in
excess of the gazetted rates under s.lL

Paul Nicois is a solititor with the firm of
Alien Allen and Hemsley

Morgan v John Fairfax
& Sons Limited

An editorial on a Government submission by

telecommunications unions held to be defamatory but

reasonable in the circumstances.

John Evans discusses this leading case.

n September 1, 1989 Justice
Matthews delivered a judgement
which held that the conduct of a
publisher, John Fairfax & Sons

Limited as reasonable within the meaning of
s. 22(1) (c) of the Defamation Act (NSW),
1974 and that in the absence of any evidence
of malice a defeoce under that Section was
thus made out.

Background

The plaintiff, Kevin Morgan, commenced
proceedings in December 1983 complaining
of an editorial written by Padralc McGuin-
ness in The Australian F’mancial Review on
17 November 1983. The editorial .said in part:

"Even more questionable is the role of
the telecommunications unions which are
determined to maintain the monopoly which
they can manipulate, and hope to suppress
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the extension of competitive technologies,
regardless of any concept of a general public
interest."

"Not surprisingly, the arguments of the
Telecom Unions have had a strong influence
in the councils of the Government. They
have been willing to produce totally phoney
estimates of costs and usesge of the new
satellite, employing supposedly reputable
and independent commentators."

The plaintiff was not named in the
editorial.

The following imputations were pleaded,
That the plalnffff:
(a) was not reputable (as a consultant 

commentator)
(b) was dishonest (as a consultant 

commentator)
(c) was unfit to be a consultant and

commentator



(d) knowingly made false estimates of the
costs and usages of the new satellite

(e) as a consultant and commentator, was
biased and not independent

(1) did not carry out his economic
researches properly

(g) as a consultant and commentator, has
deliberatelyendeavoured to deceive and
mislead the Government of Australia
and others

After an abor ted first trial the second trial
commenced before Justice Matthews on 6
March 1989. After 14 hearing days the iury
retired to answer a number of specific ques-
tions of fact which included questions di-
rected to the defences of truth and comment.

After more than five hours of deliberation
the jury was unable to answer unanimously
the questions put to them. Accordingly, to
avoid the necessity of a third trial both coun-
sel agreed to accept a maiofity general ver-
dict - that is a simple verdict.., that the defa-
marion had been proved or not proved.

The jury returned a general verdict in
favour of the plaintif and awarded damages
of $150,000.

Justice Matt.hews then heard legal argu-
ment on the defence of qualified privilege
under s. 22 of the Defamation Act.

Section 22 (1) of that Act provides:
"1. where in respect of matter published

to any person
(a) the recipinnt has aninterest or apparent

interest in having information on some
subiect;

(b) the matter is published to the recipient
in the course o f giv’mg to him informarion
on that subiect; and

(c) the conduct of the publisher 
publishing that matter is reasonable in
the circumstances.
There is a defence of qualified privilege
for that pubfication."
In determining the application of s. 22 of

the Act, it was conceded by Counsel for the
plaintiff that the "interest" requirement of
sub-sections 1 (a) and (b) had been made 
The issue to be determined was whether the
defendant’s conduct in publishing the de-
famatory material was reasonable in the cir-
cumstances.

Truth

imputations alleging dishonesty, deception,
bias, not reputable as a consultant and com-
mentator and unfi~.ess to hold that position

were false.
The judge did not, however, accept that

the jury’s verdict bound her to find that the
imputation that the plaintif did not carry out
his economic researches properiy was false.
Justice Matthews described this imputation
as "the relatively minor sixth imputation". It
was her view that the evidence pointed over-
wheimingly to the existence of a number of
inaccuracies, misstatementS and flawed proc-
esses in the plaintiff’s study and although a
number of these criticisms might not be
directly attributable to any defect in the
plaintifs researches, it would be difficult to
isolate the flaws in the reasoning from the
flaws in the research.

This was a matter of some siguiflcance in
Justice Matthews’ view on the question of
qualified privilege. If she was obliged to con-
dude, contrary to her own view of the evi-
dence, that the jury’s verdict involved the

finding that the plainer had properly c.on-
ducted his researches and, by extenston,
that there were no serious inaccuracies or
misstatements in his study, then it would
foflow that Mr McGuinness could not have
logically concluded, on the basis of the study
alone, that its author was deliberately em-
barking on aprocess of deceprion.That, then
would necessarily have been the end to any
defence under s. 22.

Justice Matthews concluded that she was
not precluded from finding that there were
serious defects and flaws in the plaintiffs
study by adopting the reasoning of Glass JA
in Austin v Mirror Newspapers Limited
(1984) where His Honour said "the Judge
should himseff determine any disputed facts
save and except to the extent that they are
governed by jury findings".Justice Matthews
accepted that the jury’s rejection of the de-
fence of truth required her to accept that any
inaccurades or flaws as did exist in the study
were honest mistakes and that the plaintiiff
believed that the material in the study was
accurate and that he had properly and legiti-
mately set out the arguments against the
satellite. However this left open the question
of whether Mr McGuinness could rationally
have concluded from the ~tudy itself that it
was a dishonest document.

Justice Matthews considered the impli-
cations of the jury’s verdict in r elatio, n to the
defence of truth. As the whole thrust of the
defendant’s case on truth was to show that
the study prepared by the plaintif for the
Austr allan Telecommunications Employees’
Association was not only misleading and
inaccurate butthat it musthave been deliber-
ately so, the jury’s verdict indicated that the
plaintiff’s assertions that the conclusions he
reached in his study were honestly ar rive.d at
had been accepted and that the most serious

Comment

Justice Matthews then considered the
implications of the Jury’s verdict in relation
to the defence of comment.

There was no issue as to whether, assum-
ing it to have been comment, it was based on
proper material for comment. Both parries
had accepted that itwas the plaintiff’s study
alone which formed the basis of Mr McGuin-
ness’ observations. Thus no question arose
as to the truth or otherwise of the factual
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basis for the comment-
Justice Matthews had no reservation in

accepting Mr McGuinness’ evidence that he
was genuine in his critidsm of the plaintiff’s
study and that he did hold the view that the
study was a biased and dishonest document
notwithstanding a pre-Anstin case answer to
interrogatory which said that at the time of
publication the defendant did not intend the
words contained in the matter complained, of
to convey any of the alleged defan~atory Lm-
putations. Evidence was led at the lrinl that at
the time Mr McGuinness wrote the editorial
he did not know who the author nf the study
was. However in respect of the author or
authors he believed that his cdtidsms were
entirely justified.

This finding was extremely important on
the issue of qualified privilege as a ddendant
will generally fail to establish reasonable-
ness under s. 22(1) (c) without evidence 
belief in the truth of what was published
(Barbaro v Amalgamated Television
Services (1989).

Justice Matthews then considered thera-
110nality of Mr McGuinness’conclusi°ns not-
withstanding the jury’s verdict had shown
that his conclusions were wrong. Her Hon-
our found that although the condusionswere
wrong they were, in her view, anything but
unfounded or in-ational. She then conaid-
ered whether Mr McGuinness’ faflure to seek
out the palintgf prior to writing the editorial
was reasonable. The failure to seek out the
author of the study was explained on the
basis that Mr McGifinness believed the
document was such a dishonest one that he
would have been wasting his time.

The jury’s verdict which showed that Mr
McGuinness was wrong led Justice Mat-
thews to question whether this reflected
upon the reasonableness of his conduct at
the time. She took the view that although
there was more than a hint of arrogance in
the approach adopted by Mr McGuinness it
was amply iustified by the material he had
before him. The requirement of reasonable-
ness under section 22 (1) (c) does not impose
upon a publisher an obligation to seek out
and obtain explanations from a person in all
cases regardless of the strength of the ad-
verse inferences to be drawn from that
person’s writings. Whether a publisher who
wishes to rely upon asection 22 defence must
make further enquiry will depend upon the
circumstances of the case.

In assessing whether a reasonable pub-
lisher should have made further enquiry,
one need only have regard to the material
which was properly available to the publisher
at the time of publication. The fact that a
publisher’s adverse conclusions are later
shown to have been wrong will no doubt

continued on ply



The law of
contempt from p 7

In other categofies of media contempt,
the proposed shift of emphasis from the
protection of the administration ofjuslice; in
general to protection of individual rights does
not furnish easy and immediate answers to
the question of what prohibitions on publica-
tion, if any, should apply.

An example is the diflicult category of
reporting of jury deliberations.Yet even here,
it seems to me that the most constructive
approach is to analyse carefully the possible
detriment to the rights of the prosecutors
and defendants - in particular, in cases where
jury secrecy prevents the disclosure and
reporting of misconduct in the jury room -
and balance them against considerations in
the opposite direction for example that it may
be oppressive to individuaijurors, and possi-
bly detriurental to the proper discharge of
their functions, to allow the media to report
indiscriminately on what happened or alleg-
edly happened in the jury room.

Contempt Law Reform and
the Attitudes of Goverment

T
he Report of the Australian Law
Reform Commission on Contempt,
for which I took primar y responsibil-
ity as Commissioner in Charge, was

tabled in the Commonwealth Parliament in
June 1987. Looking back on it from a distance
of nearly two years, I have some regret that in
its discussion of media contempt it did not
draw sefficienfly dearly and firmly the dis-
tinction which I have just elaborated -
tween protection of individual fights and
protection of the system of administration of
justice. But its recommendations did, on the
whole, fall in line with the approach adopted
in this paper.

The fate of the Report is not encouraging.
Its ofliciai status within the Commonwealth
Attorney-General’s Department is that of
being "under consideration". The Report
recommendations in relation to contempt of
Family Court orders, however, have been
included in a Bill to amend the Family Law
Act recently tsbled in the Federal Parlia-
ment. There has also been some discussion
at the State level in Victoria and, more
cently, in New South Wales of a partial imple-
mentation of the Report but there has been

no legislative changes as yet.
There are, I suppose, two main reasons

why reform in this area is not attractive polid-
caily. One is that, particularly in the absence
of high-profile cases such as those of Gal-
lagher and Wran, there are not may votes to

be gained from contempt reform. The other
is that the majority of the members of an
important, albeit muted, interest-group- the
judiciary - have no wish to see their contempt
powers curtailed by legislation.

Neither of these reasons is suffident to
justify perpetuation of an archaic approach,
via the law of contempt, to the particular
issues of media law which this paper has
discussed. It is, f think, time for some re-
newed pressures upon Commonwealth and

Fit and proper
person pe

prohibit such conduct, specific provisions
could be inserted in the Commonwealth
Crimes Act so that the conduct can be adjudi-
cated upon by the Federal Court rather than
the ABT.

Offences to be specified

While standards compliance and service
provisions are dearly of fundamental impor-
tance there is nn reason why minimum re-
quirements cannot be spelt out with preci-
sion. There may be some breaches which
would warrant cancellation of a licence and
these could be clearly specified.

Most conh-aventions, however, would be
deserving of something less. It could be
provided that all breaches other than those
specified should be dealt with by a fine or
other lesser forms of sanction.

Such an approach would make clear the
consequeuces of particular kinds of delin-
quent conduct without putting a licensee in
jeopardy for every transgresaiou. If certain
conduct is regarded as disqualifying a per-
son from being a director, eg having a crimi-
nal conviction or being an undischarged
bankrukpt, then the legislation should say
SO.

"The time has therefore
come to scrap these
regular rounds of
morality plays and
substitute a clearly
specified range of

offences .... "
’l~e present provisions are little better

than a charade because it is widely believed
that a government conscious of viewer and
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State govcrnn~ents to be exerted by media
organisations and other concerned with the

cause of freedom of the media and with the
competing argument that such freedom
should always respect the fights of individu-
als appearing in our courts.

This article is an edited version of a paper
presented to Australian Press Council Semi-
nat, ~Austrahan Med:a ~n the 1990s, held ~
Melbourne on 30March 1989.

employee outrage would not allow a station
to go off air. But the fact that the Tfibunal’s
punitive options are presently limited effec-
tively to licence cancellation or a reprimand,
leave open the possibility of the former, with
perhaps catastrophic share price conse-
quences in the event of a licensee being
forced into a fire sale.

Irrespective of the degree of culpability
attached to an individual proprietor, there is
scant justice in a system which inflicts mas-
sive sharelosses on innocent and unsuspect-
ing minority shareholders.

Conclusion

"Fit and proper person" inquiries have
becomeamediacircus attended byenormous
publicity and damaging speculation about
the ultimate outcome which, under the cur-
rent cumbersome legislative minnfield, are
almost certain to take a number of years to
resolve.

Such a broad and potentially all embrae-
ing test serves no useful purpose. Leaving
high flying media proprietors to twist in the
wind may gratify those seeking theatrical
enter tsinment but it does nothing to achieve
a quick and effective decision which meets
legitimate coramnnity concerns and allows
licence holders to get on with, or to get out of,
the broadcasting busiuess.

"Pae time has therefore come to scrap
these regular rounds of morality plays and
substitute a clearly specified range of of-
fences which are deserving of punishment
by the ABT or preferably by the Federal
Court. In the vast majority of cases, a line,
semetknes very hefty and perhaps geared to
revenue or profits would be a more than
adequate penalty as well as a significant de-
terrent to ~uture unacceptable conduct-

Licence cancellation should be only alast
resort imposed because of the repeated
commission of serious offences.



Pay television: the case for
direct broadcasting by

satellite
Leighton Farrell, Corporate Relations Manager of AUSSAT puts

AUSSATS’s Case for the introduction of pay television and the adoption of satellite

as one of the delivery technologies.

I
n recent years there has been consider-
able attention at Government policylevel
focussed upon television broadcasting
in Australia. This attention has espe-

dally been directed toward the introduction
o~f new and expanded services designed to
extend coverage to the population who live
outside our capital cities.The introduction of
satellite technology with the successful
launch of AUSSATs first satellite has had a
significant impact, revolutinnising the tradi-
tional means of distributing broadcast serv-
ices.

Characteristics of this technology such
as point to multlpoint transmission and cost
independent of distance has created the
capability to extend genuine national net-
working of services throughout the entire
continent. It is, of course, these same charac-
teristics which make satellite technology
highly attractive as a means of distributing
pay television (that is, subscription televi-
sion) services.

The public appetite for a wider range of
video services is, I believe, amply demon-
strated by the growth in recent years of video
ouflets and video recorders. In this regard
Australia has one of the world’s highest
penetration rates of VCR’s per head of popu-
lation.

Pay television presents a way to extend
new services on a widespread basis across
Australia.

The significance of the
subscription nature

In considering pay television, it should
be recognised that such a service is essen-
tially a retail service; the relationship and the
revenue flow is between the service provider
or operator and the end consumer, the exist-
ing parallel being the hire of video movies
from the corner store.

The relationshipis quite n nlike that exist-
ing in the fi-ee-to-air television ser vice, where
the revenue flow is between the service

provider and the advertiser. Given this rec-
ognition of pay TV as a retail service,
AUSSAT’s view is that the inh’oducfion of the
service should be accompanied by the mini-
mum possible regulation.

AUSSAT believes that the successful
introduction of pay television into Australia
will depend upon maximising subscriptions
in the early stages through rapid penetration
oft.he market place. The unique attributes Of
satellite technology, ie instantaneous near-
nationwide coverage from day one, and the
prospective availability of low-cost domestic
satellite receivers make satellite broadcast-
ing a logical choice as the primary medium
for pay television delivery, at least initially.

AUSSAT’s new satellites

The two AUSSAT-B satellites to be
launched in 1991 and 1992 have been modi-
fied to provide a high performance beam
which has the ability to transmit television
signals to very small antennas suitable for
direct-to-home defivery in urban areas. A
particular feature of the high performance
beam is that the primary coverage region
includes not only the major capital cities but
also the populated regions along the whole of
the south-eastern seaboard and hinterland
from Adelaide to Brisbane, and also extends
as far north as Townsville and Cairns.

This feature ensures avery high propor-
tion of the Australian population. Some 98%,
will be able to receive television pictures
delivered direct-to-home via satellite from
day one of the service.

ha locations where there is no direct line
of sight to the satellite due to terrain or
building blockage, and in areas where the
signal strength is too low for a small domestic
satellite antenna, the use of alternative, or
secondary, delivery mechanisms (including
satellite master antenna television reception
system, cables or terrestrial multi-point dis-
tribufion) will be necessary. The choice of
second delivery system will no doubt be de-

ll

termined by technical and cost considera-
tions.

Encryption options

The security of the pay television signalis
a fundamental requirement for any commer-
cial pay television service.

A number of alternatives exist fur format-
ring and encr ypling the signal and providing
a means of conditional access to sub scribers.

Three candidates for an Australian pay
television direct braadcast transmission sys-
tem could be:
¯ B-MAC which is carrenfly used in the

delivery of The Homestead and
Community Broadcasting Satellite
Service, RemoteCommercialTelevision
Service and Special Broadcasting
Service and provides the necessary
addressability and encryption for a pay
television system. These features are
already built-in to the existing Australian
B-MAC system.

¯ D-MAC which is the format to be used
by British Satellite Broadcasting Ltd in
the UKwhen they corameace service in
early 1990.The D-MAC decoders have a
conditional access unit added to provide
the required security and receiver
addressability.

¯ Encrypted PALwith conditional access
features is proposed for the Sky
Television system for the delivery of pay
television services throughout the UK
(and Europe). Sky Television’s
conditional access systems, unlike other
over-the-Eu" systems, uses smart cards
as a means of payment and facilitating
consumer access to programmes.

The introduction of pay television in
Australia will provide an opportunity for the
public to have access to a wide range of ne’~
programmes material meeting specific needs
of the community in a way not possible with
the present brcadcasfing industry structure.
AUSSAT can offer a variety of approaches tc
both commercial and technical aspects of
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cause a court to give special and and critical
scrutiny to whether those conclusions were
well founded and to the process by which
theywere reached. I~there is material which
should alert a responsible and prudent pub-
lisher that an innocent explanation was pos-
sible then reasonableness will normally re-
quire that some further enquiry be made.

But the fact that later events show that a
publisher was wrong does not ex post facto
reuder unreasonable that which was reason-
able at the time.

Justice Matthews said that to find other-
wise would be to place an impossible burden
upon publishers as newspaper proprietors
require ascertainable criteria by which to
measure the reasonableness of their conduct
when they publish criticisms ofwrltten works
and their authors. To measure the quality of
reasonableness by reference to ajur3eslater
findings in relation to other defences would
not only introduce criteria which are both
unascertainable and uncertain but would
also deprives. 22 of any independent applica-
tion in relation to literary criticisms.

An appeal has been filed.

John Evans is a solicitor with the firm
Mallesons Stephen Jaques.
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Communications and Media
. Law Association

The Communications and Media Law Association was formed early in 1988
and brings together a wide range ofpeople interested in law and policy relating
to communications and the media. The Association includes lawyers, journal-
ists, broadcasters, members of the telecommunications indhstry, politicians,
publishers, academics and public servants.

Issues of interest to CAMIA members include:

¯ defamation " ¯ contempt

¯ broadcasting * privacy

¯ cop~ydght * censorship

¯ advertising * film law

¯ telecommunications * freedom of inlormation

In order to debate and discuss these issues CAMLA organises a range of
seminars and lunches featuring speakers prominent in communications and
media law and policy.

Speakers have inchded Minlsters, Attorney-Generals, judges and members of
government bodies such as the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal, Telecom,
the Film Censorship Board, the Australian F’dm Commission and overseas
experts.

CAMLA also’publishes a regular journal covering communications law and

policy issues -the Communications Law Bulletin.

The Association is also a useful way to establish informal contacts with other
people working in the business of communications and media. It is strongly
independent, and includes people with diverse political and professional con-
nections. To join the Communications and Media Law Association, or to
subscribe to the Communications Law Bulletin, complete the form below and

forward it to CAML/L

To: The Secretary, CAMLA, Box K541, Haymarket. NSW 2000

Address ..........................................................................................................

Telephone ................................. Fax ........................ DX ..............................

Principal areas of interest ............................................................................

I hereby apply for the category of membership ticked below, which
includes a Communications Law Bulletin subscription, and enclose a
cheque in favour of CAMLA for the annual fee indicated:

¯ Ordinary membership $40.00

¯ Corporate membership $70.00

¯ Student membership $20.00

¯ Subscfipfionwithoutmembership$40.O0 (Library subscribers
may obtain extra..copies for $5.00 each).

Signature .......................................................................................................


